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Part A
1.0

Introduction

This submission has been prepared on behalf of the Sydney Sri Lankan and Non-Sri Lankan Buddhist
Community by the Sri Lankan Buddhist Vihara Association (SLBVA) in response to the request from
the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) for comments on the current exhibition of the
draft State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 - Riverstone East
Draft Precinct Plan (draft SEPP).

The draft SEPP applies to Lot 35 DP 39341, 35 Oak Street, Schofields NSW 2762 which is subject of
this submission. Currently Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple (SLBT) occupies the site. The draft
SEPP proposes to rezone RU4 Primary Production Small Lots zoned part of the Temple Site under
Blacktown Hawkesbury Local Environmental Plan 2015 to part RE1 Public Recreation and part SP2
Infrastructure under the draft SEPP and identify the Temple Site on the Land Acquisition Reservation
Map of the draft SEPP as being a reserved land making provisions under the Land Acquisition (Just
Terms Compensation) Act 1991. This will affect the current use of the SLBT site as place of worship
and will result in approximately 10,000 Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist Community
and the community at large with no access to religious and social services. This is a very serious
issue for the Sydney Buddhist Community and is considered as a violation of freedom of religion.

The purpose of this submission is to raise the grave concern of the Sydney Buddhist Community and
requests the Department of Planning and Environment to take this serious matter into consideration
when finalising this draft SEPP to amend the proposed provisions applying to remove the land
acquisition provision applying to the SLBT site and rezone the site to a suitable zone which permits
the Temple Site’s current use as a place of worship to continue its religious and social services to the
Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist Community.

Part A of the submission provides the significance of the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple,
tremendous service to the Buddhist Community and its significant religious, historical, cultural, social,
architectural and aesthetical values. Part B of the submission provides solid planning and social
reasoning why the proposed provisions applying to the SLBT site is totally inappropriate,
unacceptable and inconsistent with relevant Federal and State planning and policy framework.

In the end the submission concludes that the proposed provisions in the draft SEPP applying to the
SLBT site is totally inappropriate, unacceptable and inconsistent with relevant Federal and State
planning policy and principles.
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The SLBVA requests that the proposed acquisition provisions applying to SLBT site to be removed
and the SLBT site be rezoned to a suitable zone which allow the continued use of the SLBT site as
place of worship to continue its services to the Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist
Community and the community at large.
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2.0

Establishment, Development and Recognition of the Sydney Lankarama
Buddhist (‘Vihara’) Temple

Over the last 20 years there was a significant increase of Sri Lankan migrant professionals and their
families within the Sydney Metropolitan Area. About 20 years ago the Sri Lankan Buddhist
Community leased out a small residential property in Auburn and used it as a Sri Lankan Temple (a
place of worship) to fulfil the Sri Lankan Buddhist Community’s religious and other social needs with
the approval of Auburn City Council.

With the continued increase of the Sri Lankan Buddhist people in Sydney, the SBC highly felt that the
SBC Temple premises in Auburn was too small and not conducive to meet the much needed demand
of the SBC in Sydney and decided to search elsewhere for a suitable property to use as a place of
worship on a permanent basis with no significant constraints to serve the Buddhist Community living
in Sydney. The Sri Lankan Buddhist Vihara Association (SLBVA) representing the Sydney Sri Lankan
Buddhist Community actively searched for a suitable property with the following locational criteria:


A fairly larger and secure block of land with some natural landscaping features such as native
vegetation, a creek or a river that form boundaries of a property enabling a serene
environment which is conducive to meditation and other Buddhist religious activities.



Adequate onsite parking



Centrally located to the Buddhist Sydney population with easy access

During the SLBVA land searching period there were a large number of properties were available for
purchase at very low prices in surrounding areas including Kellyville, Quakers Hill, Blacktown, and
Castle However, the SLBVA purchased Lot 35 DP 39341, 35 Oak Street, Schofields NSW 2762 as it
was a unique site that met the all above locational criteria. At the time of the purchase of the site it
was partly flood affected with a considerable land area above the 1 in 100 flood level. Given the
availability of a considerable land area above the 1 in 100 flood level, ability to redevelop the site as
a place of public worship subject to Blacktown City Council’s approval and the site met all of the
above locational criteria, the SLBVA purchased the site in 1997.

2.1

Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple (‘Vihara’) Site

The Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple Site (the Temple Site) is legally described as Lot 35 DP
39341, 35 Oak Street, Schofields NSW 2762.
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The SLBT Site has an area of approximately 2.02ha with frontages to both Oak Street and Gordon
Road. The Fist Pond Creek (the Creek) traverses the site in a south-east and north-west direction and
bisects the Temple Site into two.

Part of the site immediately west of the Creek is located within the Alex Avenue and Riverstone
Precinct which is already zoned to provide targeted housing (see Figure xx below). The other part of
the Temple Site immediately east of the Creek is located within the Riverstone East Precinct.
Figure 1: Temple Site

Following purchase of the site, the SLBVA commenced redevelopment of the site as a place of
worship with the assistance of the Sydney Buddhist Community (SBC) to meet their primary need to
have a complete Buddhist Temple facility central to all Sydney Buddhists with easy access. In May
1998 Blacktown City Council formally approved the conversion of the existing house to a place of
public worship. In July 2000 Blacktown City Council officially recognised the SLBT as a ‘Place of
Public Worship’ with the issuing of the Certificate of Classification under Local Government Act, 1993
stating the SLBT as a “Place of Worship” (see Appendix 1 to this submission).

With the total dedication, commitment and continued support and tireless work of the whole SBC, the
SLBVA managed to transform the existing house on the Temple Site to a magnificent Buddhist
Temple facility to fulfil the long waited need of approximately 10,000 of Sri Lankan and non-Sri
Lankan Buddhists living in Sydney Metropolitan and outer Metropolitan Areas. The redevelopment
history of the SLBT over the last 18 years as follows:
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2.2

Development History

Date

Approval

6 May 1998

Conversion of an existing dwelling for use as a small monastery and
meditation centre and construction of associated car parking (DA -97-7415)

12 July 2001

Altar Shrine with Shelter (01- 2819)

28 June 2002

Construction of a Hemispherical Dome Structure to be Used as a Relic Room
and for Meditation (BA 01-4572)

15 January 2009

Construction of a Meditation Hall and Amenities Building, comprising toilets,
storeroom facilities and a kitchen (DA 08-1780)

2.3

The Current Temple Development

With the continued support, dedication, unflagging commitment and tireless works and efforts of the
Sri Lankan Buddhist Community over the last two 18 years resulted in the remarkable development of
the SLBT. Today the SLBT is a complete Buddhist temple facility consisting of all the three essential
religious structures - the sacred ‘Stupa’, Sacred ‘Bodhi Tree’ and the Shrine Room and the Preaching
Hall. In addition, a Residential Meditation Centre is currently being constructed to fulfil the needs of
the Buddhist Community. The current SLBT facility consists of:


Sacred Lankarama Stupa completed in 2008 at a cost more than $500,000



An open shrine containing a large granite Buddha statue on a sandstone pedestal



Preaching Hall (Approx. $1,4M)



Lankarama Residential Meditation Centre - currently under construction (estimated cost
approximately $850,000)



A large storage shed for equipment and furniture



Sealed car park providing more than 60 car spaces



Well landscaped area with large lawn areas, garden beds and shrubs



A well maintained riparian zone with the recent planning of hundreds of native trees.,

All development works have been carried out in accordance with the Blacktown City Council and
other relevant government agency approvals.

2.4

Temple Maintenance and Development

Every year an Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the SLBVA is held to elect 20 SLBVA Management
Committee Members from the Sri Lankan Buddhist Community to undertake Temple affairs, including
Temple management, maintenance and other administrative affairs on behalf of the SBC.
Draft Riverstone East Precinct
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This Committee comprises of the President, Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President Development &
Maintenance, Vice-President Religious, Cultural and Social Affairs, Vice President - Youth & Public
Affairs, Vice President Funds Raising, Assistant Secretary, Assistant Treasurer and 11 general
Committee members, an auditor and three Trustees the whole Temple Affairs on behalf of the SBC.
Generally all Committee members are professionals from various different disciplines.

3.0

The Sydney Buddhist Community’s Strong Connection to the Land (the
Temple Site)

The Sydney Sri-Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Community whole heartedly donated their hard earned
money to purchase the land with a three-bedroom house at 35 Oak Street Schofields 2762. Since the
purchase of the land by the SLBVA in 1997, many hundreds of people including children and youth
have been volunteered hundreds of thousands of hours over the last 18 years to help bring the SLBT
into the current glory. The whole SBC’s strong connection to the Temple land was further
strengthened with the planting of a sapling of the Sacred “Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi” Tree in 1997 and the
completion of the construction of the Sydney Lankarama Stupa also known as “Chethiya” with
depositing of more than 2500 years old sacred relics of the Lord Buddha and ‘Arahants’ in 2002.
Over the last 18 years the SBC’s connection to the Temple land went strength to strength and many
of hundreds of the Sri-Lankan Buddhists, mainly families with young children purchased and built
houses close to the Temple Site. The SBC’s strong connection to the Temple land was acknowledged
by the former Prime Minister of Australia the Hon John Howard, (see Appendix 3), the former
President of Sri Lanka Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (see Appendix 4), the former NSW Premier Mr Morris
Lemma (see Appendix 5) and the former Mayor and Councillor Mr Leo Kelly (Appendix 6) and the
former Governor of NSW Professor Marie Bachea (Appendix 7) and Mr Kevin Conolly MP, Member of
Riverstone (Appendix 8). The SBC’s connection to the land will be further strengthened though the
many Sri Lankan incoming population to the Riverstone East Precinct. Given the SLBT has made a
remarkable positive impact on the lives of thousands of Sri Lankan and Non-Sri Lankan adults, youth

and children the connection between the Temple Site and the Sydney Buddhist Community has
significantly strengthened.

This amazing connection between the Sydney Buddhist people and the Temple Site at 35 Oak Street,
Schofields will continue with the future generations.
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4.0

Recognition of the Sri Lankan Buddhist Temple as a Significant
Religious Facility

The key driving force behind this SBC’s remarkable achievement over the last 18 years is the Chief
Prelate of the Malwatta Chapter of the Siamese Sect in Australia and Chief Incumbent of the SLBT
Venerable Rajakeeya Panditha (Royal Pandit) Meegahakumbure Dhammagaveshi Thera, In
recognition of the venerable Thero’s unparalleled service to ‘Buddha Sasana’ (Buddhist Order),
commendable role in the spread of Theravada Buddhism and his earnestness and tremendous efforts
in the protection, preservation and enhancement of Buddhist cultural values, traditions and practices
in Australia over the last 22 years, invaluable social, cultural and educational services to the wider
Sydney Community along with ambitious leadership and stunning effort to bring much fame to Sydney
Lankarama Temple, the Malwatta Chapter of the Shyamopali Maha Nikaya has awarded the Thera
with the spiritual status and honorary title, ‘Pradhana Sangha Nayaka’ (Chief Prelate) of the Malwatta
Chapter of the Siamese Sect in Australia’ in 2013.

In December 2013 the SLBVA on behalf the SBC organised a religious felicitation ceremony to
felicitate the Venerable Thero’s honorary title of Pradhana Sangha Nayaka (Chief Prelate) of the
Malwatta Chapter of the Siamese Sect in Australia to Ven. Rajakeeya Panditha Meegahakumbure
Dhammagaveshi

Thera.

The

Chief

Prelate

Ven.

Rajakeeya

Panditha

Meegahakumbure

Dhammagaveshi Thera received many felicitation messages including the message from the current
Prime Minister of Australia, The Hon Tony Abbot MP. Their messages well recognised the services
and activities of the Chief Prelate and SLBT to the Buddhist Community and the wider community.
The following extracts of those messages confirm the significant role of Buddhism in the Australian
multi-faith Society and the excellent service of the Chief Prelate and SLBT to the Buddhist Community
and the wider community.

Prime Minister of Australia, The Hon Tony Abbot MP
“Venerable Meegahakumbure Dhammagavesi Thero, as the Chief Incumbent of the
Lankarama Vihara, has served the Australian Buddhist Community with distinction for many
years.” (Appendix 2)

Mr Kevin Conolly MP, Member for Riverstone
“The presence of the Lankarama Buddhist Temple at Schofields is a blessing for the people
of my electorate and for the north-western Sydney Region. It has been a focus of peaceful
meditation, reflection and positive education for many years” (Appendix 8)
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Former Premier of New South Wales Mr Barry O’Farrell
“Buddhism continues to be an important religion to our multi-faith society with many
Australians of other backgrounds now accepting the teachings of the Lord Buddha and the
living their lives accordingly.” (Appendix 9)

Also a former Prime Minister of Australia Mr John Howard in his message on the occasion of the
opening ceremony of the SLBT’s Stupa in Sydney stated that:
“The Vihara has provided Sydney’s Sri Lankan Community with an important link to its
religious and cultural heritage. The Vihara has also warmly welcomed the participation of the
wider community in its programs and events. This has helped increase community awareness
of Buddhism and the richness of Sri Lankan Culture in Australia, thereby contributing to the
promotion of interfaith and cultural understanding”.
Since the SLBT’s establishment as a place of worship with the Blacktown City Council approval in
1997, the SLBT has taken a leading role among other Buddhist Temples in New South Wales in
providing religious and social services to the Sydney Buddhist Community and the community at
large.
In addition to the Sydney Buddhist Community’s tremendous contribution, there are many government
and non-government organisations including various Sri Lankan Associations duly recognise the
SLBT’s religious and social services and provide continuing assistance and support in many different
ways to the SLBT to continue its remarkable service to the Sydney Community. The SLBT maintains
close alliance with other Buddhist, cultural and social organisations, ethnicities and other community
groups.

In July 1997 Blacktown City Council exempted the SLBT from Council rates with the recognition of its
service as a place of public worship. The Australian Taxation Office has duly recognised the SLBT’s
services as a place of public worship and exempted from income tax and income tax returns. In June
1997 Office of Charities Department of Gaming and Racing authorised the SLBT to raise funds for
charitable purposes under Charitable Fundraising Act 1991.

Notable Major Development decisions recognising the existence of the Lankarama Temple


In March 2013 the SLBVA was consulted by the North West Growth Centre (NWGC) about
the Sydney Water’s proposed Chain of Ponds Creek Carrier - main waste water pipe system
which was proposed to traverse the Temple Site.
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The SLBVA raised its grave concern about the proposed alignment of the planned wastewater
pipe system which would pose significant disruption to the SLBT’s services and activities. As
a result of close consultation and the due recognition of the significance of the SLBT, the
NWGC agreed to realign the proposed waste water pipe system along the property to the
immediate west of the site.


The other notable recognition of the SLBT existence is the readjustment of the proposed
online stormwater detention Basin 1 relating to stormwater detention in the Riverstone East
Precinct by Mott MacDonald who prepared a Water Cycle Management Report, Riverstone

East April 2015 on behalf the NSW Department of Planning and Environment.
The original location of the Basin 1 had a significant impact on the SLBT”s existence as the
proposed water retention basin occupied more than 50% of the Temple Site covering the
sacred Stupa and ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’, the Shrine Room and the resident monks’
residence. Mott MacDonald has understood the impact and the tank has been readjusted to
minimise the impact.

5.0

Religious and Historical Significance of the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist
Temple

The SLBT is a religious place with religious, historical, cultural, architectural and aesthetical
significance due to its constituents of sacred structures, religious buildings and the setting itself.
Among them, the Sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi,’ Sydney ‘Lankarama Stupa’ and the ‘Shrine Room’
are the main religious constituents according the Buddhist Practice.

5.1

Sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’

The Sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ in Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka is considered as the oldest surviving
historical tree in the world.

It was brought to Sri Lanka by the Arhant Sangamitta Theri, daughter of Emperor Asoka and was
planted in the Mahameghavana ‘Uyana’ (Park) in Anuradhapura in 249 BC by King Devanampiyatissa
(see Figures 2 and 3). It is said to be the southern branch of the Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi at Bodh Gaya
in India under which the Prince Siddhartha Gautama attained enlightenment and became known as
the Lord Buddha more than 2,600 years ago.
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After the Prince Siddhartha Gautama’s Enlightenment, the Lord Buddha spent a whole week in front
of the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ Tree, standing with unblinking eyes, gazing at it with gratitude. ‘Bodhi’
means wisdom that understands the Four Noble Truths and therefore the tree which assisted the Lord
Buddha to achieve wisdom or enlightenment is called ‘Bodhi’.

Figure 2: The historical JayaSri Maha Bodhi at Bodh
Gaya in India where Prince Siddhartha attained
Enlightenment

Figure 3: Arhant Sangamittha Theri brought with her a
sapling of the Sacred Jayasrimaha Bodhi Tree from
“Buddhagayawa” (now called ‘Bodh Gaya’ ), India where
Prince Siddhartha attained Enlightenment to Anuradhapura,
Sri Lanka

Following formal recognition of the SLBT as a place of public worship by the Balcktown City Council in
1997, Sydney Buddhist Community was so fortunate and proud to a receive a sacred sapling from
the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ Tree at Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka. The sapling of the sacred ‘Jaya Sri
Maha Bodhi’ was welcomed with great honour and respect by the whole Sydney Buddhist
Community.
Figure 4: The present Sacred Jayasrimaha Bodhi Tree at
Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka grew from the sapling of the Sacred
Jayasrimaha Bodhi Tree from “Buddhagayawa”, India
brought by Arhant Sanghamitta
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With the planting of the sapling of the sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at the Temple Site in 1997 the
whole Temple Site was transformed into a sacred place and created a great historical and cultural link
between the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka and ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at Bodh
Gaya in India. Since the creation of a great historical and cultural link with the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’
in Sri Lanka and India and the planting of this historically, religiously and culturally significant sacred
Bodhi Tree the SBC’s connection to the SLBT was significantly strengthened and Buddhist
Community’s visitation to the SLBT was dramatically improved as the Temple site was formally
recognised by the Buddhist Community as a sacred place. ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ in Sri Lanka and
India will remain at their current locations forever. Similarly, the sapling of the sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha
Bodhi’ planted at the Temple Site will remain forever while continuously receiving the great honour
and respect from the current and future Sydney Buddhist Community at its current location 35 Oak
+

Street, Schofield in accordance with the 2600 years old Buddhist Practice and Customs.

According to the Buddhist scriptures, people asked the Lord Buddha whom should they pay respect to
when the Lord Buddha was absent and the Lord Buddha replied that they should pay respect to the
‘Sri Maha Bodhi Tree’.

The Sacred Bodhi Tree forms an integral part of the spiritual life of Buddhists who strongly believe
that the Sacred Bodhi Tree has magical healing powers. Today, ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodiya’ at
Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka and ‘Sri Maha Bodhi’ in Bodh Gaya, attract many millions of pilgrims
throughout a year. Millions of
Buddhist people from all over the world worship and pay homage to ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at Bodh
Gaya in India as well as the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at the sacred City of Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka.
The sacred ‘Sri Maha Bodhi’ Tree at the SLBT Site is well protected by a gold plated fence very
elegantly designed and crafted according to the Buddhist Architecture by well renowned and
specialised Sri Lankan craftsmen specialised in crafting religious fences (see Figure 6). In order to
protect the ‘Sri Maha Bodhi’ Tree from extreme weather conditions (e.g. frost during winter) a special
roof canopy was designed and constructed (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Sydney Lankarama “Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi” with the gold plated fence

Figure 7: Green Canopy to protect “Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi” from extreme weather

Since then the SLBT has become the most sacred Temple for approximately 10,000 Sydney SriLankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhists.

5.2

Sacred ‘Lankarama ‘Stupa’ also known as ‘Chethiya’

A STUPA (also known as ‘Chethiya’ or ‘Dagaba’) is said to enshrine the ‘SARIRIKA’, bodily relics,
‘PARIBOGIKA’, objects associated with the
Lord Buddha and ‘UDHESIKA’ relics sacred to
Buddhism. Buddhist commemorative structures usually enshrine sacred relics associated with
the Lord Buddha or Arhants.
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The Stupa represents the Lord Buddha's holy mind and each part of the Stupa shows the path to
Enlightenment or how the mind can actualize its full potential and be transformed into enlightenment.
The stupa is an important form of Buddhist architecture and symbolizes the Lord Buddha’s teachings
to achieve the ultimate happiness of (‘Nibbana’) enlightenment.

Building a Stupa is a very powerful way to purify negative karma and obscurations, and to accumulate
extensive merit. In this way Buddhists can have realizations of the path to Enlightenment and be able
to do perfect work to liberate suffering beings and achieve ultimate happiness of Enlightenment,
which is the ultimate goal of the Buddhist life. Stupas are representations of the Lord Buddha’s mind.
They reveal the path to enlightenment, or how the mind can actualise its full potential and be
transformed into enlightenment. The stupa is an important form of Buddhist architecture.

Figure 8: ‘Jetavanaramaya’ Stupa in
Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka is the largest brick
structure in Sri Lanka
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Figure 10: Stupa Symbolizes Path to Enlightenment
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In order to make the SLBT, a complete Buddhist Temple facility to fulfil the utmost expectation of the
SBC, a development application for the construction of ‘the Sydney Lankarama Stupa” (the Stupa)
was lodged with Blacktown City Council and the Council formal approval was received in June 2006.
With the total commitment, dedication, tireless voluntary works and significant financial support of the
Sydney Buddhist Community the sacred Chethiya was aesthetically and architecturally designed
according to the Buddhist Architecture. On 12 November 2006 the opening ceremony of the Stupa
was held with the presence of the ‘Maha Sangha’, elected representatives from the three levels of
Governments, distinguished guests and many thousands of Sydney Sri Lankan Buddhists from
different parts of Sydney who came to witness the open ceremony of this magnificent Stupa with
significant religious, cultural, architectural and aesthetical values.
Figure 11: Various stages of the Lankarama Stupa Construction
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5.3

Achitectural Significance

The sacred Stupa and other religious buildings on the SLBT Site are a rich mix of a variety of
Buddhist and Sri Lankan traditional artectural forms, styles, elements and features. Buddhism had a
significant influence on Sri Lankan Architecture. The Stupa is considered an outstanding type of
architectural creation. The Stupa is not only a symbol of Buddhism itself but also an excellent
+

architectural testimony of the stunning mix of 2600 years old rich Buddhist Achitecture and tradtional
Sri Lankan Architecture. The Stupa’s imposing, yet simple, features give one a feeling of stability,
strength, nobility, and grandeur.
The gold plated fence providing the protection to the sacred Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at the Temple Site
replicating the gold plated fence proving the protection

to the sacred ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ at

Anuradhpura, Sri Lanka has been desinged and splendidly carved by a group of the Sri Lankan well
renowned craftsment specialised in religious fencing. The alter for the sittting Buddha and the eye
catching Sitting Buddha at the Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi have been designed reflecting Buddhist and
Traditional Sri Lankan Architecture.

The Preaching Hall or the Assembly Hall has been cleverly desinged with striking roof forms, a
carefully desinged spacious hall hall with large high glass doors and windows right round the main
hall ensuring sufficient natural light inside and maintaining uninterrupted vistas extending towards the
sacred Sri Maha Bodhi and the ‘Chetiya’. Aslo the riased wide verandah with an architecturally
designed projecting canopy and open colonnade elaborating tradtional arhitectural features right
round the Preaching Hall make this building an architectual excellence.

5.3

Aesthetic Significance

The visual impact of the sacred Stupa and the ‘Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi’ has a tremendous calming
influence on the restless and tormented minds. The excellent integration of these marvelous
architectural and religious masterpieces at their striking locations, beuatifully designed and well
maintained large landscpaed garden areas in between, the well managed and protected native
vegetation corridor along the creek which is running silently along the western boudary of the Temple
Site create a sensational temple atmospheire an tranquil environment conducive to meditation.

The unique sacred structures, architecturally designed low-rise building massess, spectacular roof
forms, large green grass areas with a few shady scattered native trees with large shady canopies,
dazzling natural landscaping features, well directed and paved footpaths connecting all the religious
structures and a formal pathway traversing a large open grass area leading to the large sitting
Buddha on natural sand stone create a inviting and pleasing environment.
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There is no doubt whatsoever this magnificent sacred site will be a blessing and landmark to the
Riverstone Precinct.

Figure12: Lankarama Stupa Opening Ceremony

Images:

1

2
2
2

3
2
2

4

Image 1: Childen take part in Sacred Relics procession
Image 2: Thousands of devotees listen to a special Dhamma Talk
Image 3: Devotees participate in special religious rituals
Image 4: Devotees bringing sacred relics on heads for enshrining
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Figure 13: Sacred Lankarama Stupa
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5.4

Services to the Community

The SLBT’s services are not just limited to Buddhist religious services and activities. It provides a
range of social services to both Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist Community living in Sydney
Metropolitan
and outer Metropolitan areas as far as Wagga Wagga, Dubbo, New Castle and Wollongong and even
other Australian states, territories and overseas.
According to Lord Buddha’s teachings the SLBT always helps people across the whole society
including poor, needy and sick people, in many different ways. The SLBT’s a range of services
include but not limited to the followings:


Drug and alcohol rehabilitation



Children and youth development



Domestic violence advisory service



Family relationship Counselling



Hospital visits for blessing



Various fund raising activities and activities in aid of people affected ( e.g. 2011 major
flood event in Brisbane, 2003 major bushfire in Canberra, 2013 Major bushfire in Blue
Mountain area and 2004 major tsunami in Sri Lank)



Blood and organ donations campaigns (265 signed up to donate organs in one day
See Appendices 10)

Figure: 14: Chief Incumbent of Lankarama Temple addresses the public
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Current Zoning of the Temple Site
At the time of purchase of the SLBT Site, it was zoned as 1(a) (General Rural) under the Blacktown
Planning Scheme 1974. Also under Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 1998 the Temple Site was
zoned as 1(a) (General Rural).

This zone allowed a range of land uses including places of worship, dwelling houses and attached
dual occupancies with development consent. In May 1998 Blacktown City Council approved the
Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple as a place of worship.
The Blacktown City Council’s Standard Instrument LEP known as Blacktown Local Environmental
Plan 2015 (Blacktown LEP 2015) came into effect on 7 July 2015, replacing Blacktown Local
Environmental Plan 1998 in its entirely. The new equivalent corresponding zoning of 1(a) (General
Rural) in Blacktown LEP 2015 is RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots. This zone permits a range of
land uses including places of public worship, agricultural produce industries, bed and breakfast
accommodation, dwelling houses, landscaping material supplies, plant nurseries and veterinary
hospitals.

Currently the Temple Site is partly zoned RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots under Blacktown LEP
2015 and part SP2 Drainage under State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth
Centres) 2006 (see Figure 12 below). Under the current RU4 zoning, the SLBT can continue its use
as a place of worship on the Temple site to serve approximately 10,000 Sydney Buddhists.

Figure 15: Current Zoning of the Temple Site
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All existing religious buildings, ancillary structures, existing car park and overflow car park are
located within the larger part of the SLBT Site zoned RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots (see Figure
13 below).

Figure 16: Aerial View - Existing Lankarama Buddhist Temple
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Part B
6.0

Submission Comments

Part B of the submission provides comments on the draft State Environmental Planning Policy
(Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 Riverstone East Precinct (draft SEPP) and other supporting
documents currently placed on exhibition for public comments. This part explains why approximately
10,000 Sri-Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhists have a grave concern and strong opposition to the
draft SEPP proposing to rezone RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots zoned land area within the
Temple Site to part RE1 Public Recreation and part SP2 Infrastructure and identifying the Temple Site
on the Land Reservation Acquisition Map of the draft SEPP as being reserved land enabling
Blacktown City Council to acquire the Temple Site in future for public purposes.

1.

Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple is an Integral Component of the Proposed
Riverstone East Precinct

Like other community facilities “place of public worship” is an integral component of any precinct plan.
This has been well researched, established and documented in many recent land use planning
studies and reports. This is clearly acknowledged in “Social Infrastructure Assessment Riverstone
East Precinct’ April 2015 Report (Elton’s Report) which forms part of the current draft State
Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 Riverstone East Precinct (draft
SEPP) public exhibition documents prepared by Elton Consulting on behalf of the Department of
Planning and Environment (DP&E). Elton’s Report states that “place of public worship” can provide an
important base for community development, youth, volunteer and welfare support activities in new
communities, and are important in building community spirit and identity. The SLBT is a “place of
public worship” and therefore is an integral component of the proposed Riverstone East Precinct.

2.

The draft SEPP enabling the removal of the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist
Temple from the Riverstone East Precinct is inconsistent with Multicultural
NSW Act 2000 No 77 and the Commonwealth Government’s Multicultural Policy
Dimensions

Australia is a multicultural nation, and the Australian Government is unwavering in its commitment to a
multicultural Australia. The draft SEPP enabling the removal of the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist
Temple from the Riverstone East Precinct is inconsistent with multi cultural principles of the
Multicultural NSW Act 2000. Clause 3(1(c) of the Multicultural NSW Act 2000 as follow:
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3. “the people of New South Wales are of different linguistic, religious and ancestral
backgrounds who, either individually or in community with other members of their respective
groups, are free to profess, practise and maintain their own linguistic, religious and ancestral
heritage”,
The Commonwealth Government has identified three dimensions of multicultural policy and the
proposed removal of the SLBT is consistent with the following two of these three dimensions of
multicultural policy cultural identity:


The right of all Australians, within carefully defined limits, to express and share their individual
cultural heritage, including their language and religion;



Social justice: the right of all Australians to equality of treatment and opportunity, and the
removal of barriers of race, ethnicity, culture, religion, language, gender or place of birth

The SLBT is the only place of public worship for forecasted population of 17,637 people within the
proposed Riverstone East Precinct. There are 11 precincts (Colebee, North Kellyville, Riverstone
West, Riverstone, Alex Avenue, Marsden Park Industrial, Area 20, Schofields, Marsden Park, Box Hill
and Box Hill Industrial) that have been already rezoned to provide approximately 40,000 homes within
the North West Growth Centre. The SLBT is the only Buddhist Temple within these 11 precincts (see
Figure 17below).

A former Prime Minister Mr John Howard in his felicitation message on the occasion of the opening
ceremony of the Stupa at the Lankarama Buddhist Vihara in Sydney stated that:
“Australia is a peaceful, harmonious and inclusive nation that respects all religions and
enshrines freedom of religion as a right. As a nation we value diversity and respect the rights
of citizens to maintain and develop their cultural and religious beliefs in an Australian context
(see Appendix 2). “

The draft SEPP enabling the removal of the SLTB will effectively restrict the Sydney Sri-Lankan and
non-Sri Lankan Buddhist Community’s access to the SLBT’s religious and social services. This is
totally inconsistent with the abovementioned three dimensions of multicultural policy.
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Figure 17: Riverstone East Social Infrastructure

Source: Social Infrastructure Assessment Riverstone East Precinct Elton Consulting
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Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple with a significant Cultural Value to be
Conserved

Section 5 of Part A of this Submission clearly demonstrates the SLBT’s religious, cultural, historical,
architectural and aesthetic significance.

The Burra Charter the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance (Burra Charter)
can be applied to all types of places of cultural significance including natural, indigenous and historic
places with cultural values.

The Burra Charter states that these places of cultural significance must be conserved for present for
present and future generations. According to Burra Charter Places may have a range of values for
different individuals or groups.

Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other works,
and may include components, contents, spaces and views. The Burra Charter states that the concept
of place should be broadly interpreted and the concept of place may include memorials, trees,
gardens, parks, places of historical events, urban areas, towns, industrial places, archaeological sites
and spiritual and religious places.

It is worthy of notice that the Burra Charter states that Places of cultural significance should be
safeguarded and not put at risk or left in a vulnerable state and Conservation requires the retention
of an appropriate visual setting and other relationships that contribute to the cultural significance of
the place. The physical location of a place is part of its cultural significance. A building, work or
other component of a place should remain in its historical location. Relocation is generally
unacceptable unless this is the sole practical means of ensuring its survival. Contents, fixtures and
objects which contribute to the cultural significance of a place should be retained at that place.

Not like the European and Aboriginal cultural heritage, the cultural significance of many of the
buildings, structures or places belongs to certain ethnicities in NSW like the SLBT with a significant
cultural value belongs to the Sydney Sri Lankan Buddhist Community is not known. Section 5 of Part
A of this Submission provides a detailed explanation to demonstrate the cultural significance of the
SLBT.
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It is also worthy of notice that Heritage Branch of NSW office of Environment & Heritage (OEH) well
recognises multicultural heritage in New South Wales. The OEH states that there are many ethnic
communities that have made a rich contribution to our history and character.

The recognition, exploration and celebration of our multicultural heritage is a key priority of the
Heritage Council. By listing more places of particular importance to ethnic communities, the State
Heritage Register will better reflect NSW cultural diversity. According to OEH, the Heritage Branch
works with communities to help them identify their special places and objects. One of the aims is to:


Assist with the listing of places of particular importance to ethnic communities.

According to Burra Charter and the NSW OEH the SLBT is to be protected and conserved.



Retention of the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple within the Riverstone
East Precinct is Justified

Social Infrastructure Assessment Riverstone East Precinct 2015 Report prepared by Elton Consulting
(Elton’s Report) states that:
“It is recognised that some types of private / nongovernment facilities may have significant
land requirements. These include private schools, private hospitals and medical services,
churches, private childcare services, commercial gym and fitness facilities, residential aged
care facilities and entertainment facilities such as cinemas, hotels and restaurants. The
Precinct Plan will need to allow sufficient scope and flexibility to accommodate such uses as
demand emerges”

Overall, a forecast of population of around 17,718 people is considered to provide a
catchment of sufficient size to support a range of local level facilities and services within the
development”.

Consistent with its small population and semi-rural character, existing social infrastructure
within Riverstone East is currently limited. The existing population of the precinct relies on
local and district facilities such as schools, community centres, medical services, childcare
centres and places of worship in the adjacent and nearby suburbs of Riverstone, Rouse Hill,
Schofields, The Ponds, Kellyville Ridge, Stanhope Gardens and Beaumont Hills”.
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The above statements in Elton’s Report confirms the need to provide sufficient scope and flexibility to
accommodate places of worship within the Precinct, the size of the future population within Precinct
justifies the provision of various local level facilities such as places of worship within the Precinct and
the existing population of the Precinct currently relies on local and district facilities.

Today, the SLBT is a well established, recognised and complete religious facility which fulfils the
religious and social needs of approximately 10,000 Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist
Community living in Sydney Metropolitan and outer Metropolitan areas. According to Elton’s Report
the SLBT is the only place of worship located not only within the Riverstone East Precinct but also
within all other 11 precincts already zoned within the North West Growth Centre to provide 40,000
housing (see Figures 17). It should also be worthy of notice that the SLBT is the only Sri Lankan
Buddhist Temple within the entire North West Growth Centre that will accommodate 200,000 people
and 70,000 houses. Therefore the retention of the SLBT within the Precinct can easily be justified.


Precinct Planning Process has not adequately Investigated Site Opportunities
and Constraints

It seems that the precinct planning process has not adequately investigated all the opportunities and
constraints relating to the preparation of the draft SEPP Riverstone East Precinct Plan. Elton’s Report
states that:
“It is recognised that some types of private/nongovernment facilities may have significant land
requirements. These include private schools, private hospitals and medical services,
churches, private childcare services, commercial gym and fitness facilities, residential aged
care facilities and entertainment facilities such as cinemas, hotels and restaurants. The
Precinct Plan will need to allow sufficient scope and flexibility to accommodate such uses as
demand emerges.

Overall, a forecast of population of around 17,718 people is considered to provide a
catchment of sufficient size to support a range of local level facilities and services within the
development”.
Elton’s Report further states that place of public worship can provide an important base for community
development. They are important in building community spirit and identity and the existing religious
facilities available in the area will cater to the needs of much of the incoming population.

Part A of this submission establishes that the SLBT is already a complete religious facility, and
provides a significant religious and social services to the Sydney Buddhist Community and the
Community at large.
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It seems that adequate analysis of site opportunities and constraints has not been done prior the
precinct plan and Indicative layout plan preparation process fails to identify this excellent opportunity
to:


Retain the SLBT on the Temple Site to provide significant religious and social services to the
Sydney Buddhist Community and the Community at large with no cost to the NSW
Government or the new incoming population to the Precinct; and



Create a more liveable, equitable and socially sustainable environment with adequate and
required social infrastructure for the well being of the new incoming and existing population
within the Riverstone Precinct.



The draft SEPP fails to recognise the importance of the existence of the
Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple within the Riverstone East Precinct

The draft SEPP fails to recognise the importance of the existence of the SLBT within the Riverstone
East Precinct. There is no valid reason whatsoever in the precinct planning process to overlook the
existence of the magnificent SLBT with significant religious, cultural, historical, architectural and
aesthetic values that fulfils the religious and social needs of approximately 10,000 Sydney Sri Lankan
and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist people. The followings could be the likely reasons:


The land use survey/site investigations were unable to identify this magnificent temple sitting
on a beautifully designed and landscaped site with significant religious, cultural, historical,
architectural and aesthetic values.

– it is however very hard for someone to miss this

magnificent temple sitting on a beautifully designed and landscaped site with significant
religious, cultural, historical, architectural and aesthetic values.


Lack of good understanding and knowledge of the religious, cultural, social, architectural,
historical and aesthetic significance of the SLTB



Lack of good understanding of the strong link between the Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri
Lankan Buddhist Community and the Temple Site and its sacred assets



Lack of good understanding why this Buddhist Temple can’t be removed or relocated – the
lack understanding and knowledge of this issue this is acceptable and understandable as
everyone does not know the significance of the Buddhist sacred structures – “ Lankarama
Stupa” and “Lankarama Sacred “Bodhi Tree” and other religious buildings and why they
cannot be relocated elsewhere according to the “Theravada” Buddhist Practice and Customs.
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Section 5 of Part A of this submission establishes the religious, cultural, social, architectural, historical
and aesthetic significance of the SLTB and why the existing sacred structures such as ‘Lankarama
Stupa and ‘Bodhi Tree cannot be relocated elsewhere. This submission is of the opinion that the lack
of understanding and knowledge of the religious, cultural, social, architectural, historical and aesthetic
significance of the SLTB and its tremendous religious and social service to the Sydney Buddhist
Community and the wider community is the likely key reasons for the proposed removal of the SLBT.



No Sound Justification for the Proposed Zoning and Land Acquisition

Proposed Zoning for the Temple Site
The draft SEPP identifies a number of land use zones within the Riverstone East Precinct. The
Temple Site is identified on the Land Zoning Map of the draft SEPP as being part R1 Public
Recreation and part SP2 Infrastructure as shown in Figure 18 below.
Figure 18: Proposed Zoning for the Temple Site

According to the land use table in the draft SEPP, a ‘place of public worship’ is not a permissible land
use in the RE1 zone. Also a ‘place of public worship’ is not a permissible land use in SP2
Infrastructure (other than the purpose shown on the Land Zoning Map, including any development
that is ordinarily incidental or ancillary to development for the purpose).
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Further the Temple site is identified on the Land Acquisition Reservation Map of the draft SEPP as
being a reserved land, and the draft SEPP makes provisions for the acquisition of this site for
drainage and open space purposes under the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991.
This will result in the removal of the Sydney Buddhist Community funded and owned SLBT to allow
this part of the Temple Site currently zoned RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots for future open space
and drainage purposes.

It would have not so been difficult to justify the proposed rezoning of RU4 zoned land within the
Temple Site to part RE1 Public Recreation and part SP2 Infrastructure (Drainage) prior to the
establishment of the SLBT

as a place of worship and the construction of sacred structures and the

planting of ‘Bodhi Tree’ on the Temple Site. Now it is not the case, as established in Part A of this
Submission, the proposed rezoning of that part of the Temple site requires a sound social,
economical and land use justification.

The draft Precinct Plan and other supporting documents currently on public exhibition fail to provide a
sound social, economic or land use justification for the proposed rezoning and land acquisition other
than the following a few reasons.
Elton Planning consultants’ report states that:


There is a shortfall in the planning of open space in the adjacent Area 20 Precinct that has
been identified by the Department of Planning and Environment. There is the opportunity to
address this shortfall through the provision of additional open space in the Riverstone East
Precinct.



The extensive riparian corridors running through and alongside the precinct and associated
land which is flood affected present opportunities to create a network of linear open space”.

Eco Logical Australia Pty Ltd.’s Riverstone Precinct: Biodiversity and Riparian Corridors Assessment
Report, April 2015 (Eco Logical Report) states that:


“The patches of potential Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDEs) within the study area
are generally located along System G (Figure 12), which is of high conservation significance,
therefore the proposed rezoning presents an opportunity to recognise and enhance these
important environmental features as a component of the broader riparian network of the
precinct.
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It is therefore recommended that where possible these areas of vegetation be retained and
appropriately integrated with the ILP and future urban

Land ownership within the study area is fragmented and in some cases proposed riparian
corridors would impact on existing residential properties and other forms of urban land use.
Where it can be achieved riparian corridors should be in public ownership, which would
increase the likelihood of achieving consistent environmental outcomes, and provide
integrated uses and access for the community development.


Riparian corridors should be in public ownership.



Where public ownership cannot be achieved, consideration of suitable zoning and planning
controls should be made in order to facilitate appropriate riparian land management
outcomes”.

Why the above given reasons are inadequate to demonstrate a sound social and economic
justification for the proposed rezoning of the land and land acquisition is discussed in detail below.

Existing use of the site as SLBT vs. Proposed Open Space and Drainage Use

It understands that a new town centre is now to be developed around the Cudgegong Station, with
higher density residential development than originally proposed. As a result, the precinct plan for Area
20 is now being revised to provide higher density residential development. Around 4,400 dwellings
are now forecasted within this precinct, resulting in a forecasted population of 12,760 people, with
consequent implications for social infrastructure. Elton’s Report identifies a need across both
Riverstone East and Area 20 Precincts About 86 ha of public open space, including 57.76 ha of
passive open space merely based on the numerical open space standards of 1.9ha/1000 people for
passive open space purposes and 2.83ha /1000 for general open space purposes.
Blacktown City Council’s requirements specify this is to exclude regional open space, drainage, areas
of cultural significance, conservation land, flood prone land, land under transmission lines and
creeklines. Therefore rezoning of the proposed area of land within the Temple Site which is flood
prone land to RE1 Public Recreation will not be able to achieve the abovementioned open space
target for the Riverstone Precinct and Area 20 Precinct. Therefore continued use of this area of land
as part of the Temple Site has more merits than the use of that land for open space purposes.

The Land area within the RU4 zoned Temple Site proposed for R1 Public Recreation as shown on
Land Zoning Map of the draft SEPP is approximately 0.65ha which is irregular shaped land strip in
varying width ranging approximately from 5m – 30m along Oak Street frontage.
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As shown on the Land Reservation Acquisition Map this proposed open space land forms part of
open space corridor and located at the northern end of that open space corridor.

The identification of properties including the Temple Site for RE1 Public Recreation within the
proposed Riverstone East Precinct has mainly been driven by the quantity of open space not on the
quality.

A possible reason for this is that additional open space land is to be provided within the Riverstone
East Precinct to accommodate higher density residential development near the new station as per the
revised Area 20 Precinct Plan which forms part of the current draft SEPP exhibition documents. In
open space planning, quality is equally important as quantity.

However the Open Space Planning and Design Guidelines states that the levels of open space
provision are recommended with an understanding that site opportunities and constraints may
influence outcomes, and will ensure that the final quantum of open space proposed will reflect the
realities of the landform, soils, drainage and other physical considerations, rather than the exact
adopted standard. Further the guidelines set out opportunities for and constraints to providing open
space to fill gaps between supply and demand. Considering the high demand for open space and
finite open space resources, there is a need for smarter use of existing assets through various means
including


Seeking agreements with educational and other institutions for co-use of open space



Acquiring larger sites for multiple and changing uses over time

Given the land area within the Temple Site proposed for RE1 Public Recreation is a linear open space
and its varying width ranging from approximately 5m – 30m, it can be used for protect fauna and flora
corridors, off-road pathways and trails, walking and cycling trails or informal recreation. The linear
nature with varying narrow widths, the proposed open space land area within the Temple Site will not
be suitable for a local park as identified on the draft Riverstone Indicative Layout Plan (ILP). This is a
small open space area which could be co-located with other facilities like schools or any other
community driven institutes as suggested in the Open Space Planning and Design Guidelines.

Also Riverstone East is well located, adjacent to Rouse Hill Town Centre, the Riverstone Precinct and
Box Hill and close to Schofields and The Ponds. In addition to amenities provided within the precinct,
the new Riverstone East community will also be in close proximity to open space and recreational
facilities in these neighbouring areas
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Eco Logical Report states that patches of potential Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDEs)
within the study area are generally located along System G is of high conservation significance,
therefore the proposed rezoning presents an opportunity to recognise and enhance these important
environmental features as a component of the broader riparian network of the precinct. It is noted that
recovery and conservation significance for System G is considered high due to a higher complexity of
habitat features, abundance of native vegetation species, and a less disrupted hydrology. However,
as shown in Figure 19 the SLBT Site is not located within a patch of GDE.

Further Logical Report states that the extensive riparian corridors running through and alongside the
precinct and associated land which is flood affected present opportunities to create a network of linear
open space. Blacktown City Council, however, has directed that flood prone land should not be
included in the overall quantum of land to be provided as public open space.
Figure19: Map showing Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDE)

Source: eco logical Australia, Figure 11: Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems and Aquatic Habitat values
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Part A of this submission clearly establishes the SLBT’s significant social and economic benefits to
approximately 10,000 Sydney Sri Lankan and Non-Sri Lankan Buddhist people and the Sydney wider
community. Without having a sound justification to demonstrate that the proposed RE1 Public
Recreation zone is the highest and best use for that part of the site, it is illogical and unwarranted to
rezone that part of the land to RE1. It is not considered the land use planning best practice.

It is therefore considered that the proposed use of that part of the Temple Site fronting Oak Street as
a local park based on the abovementioned general statements in the technical reports on exhibition is
immature, irrational and unjustifiable. If the existing land use is the highest and best use then the land
zoning and planning controls need to be used to maintain the existing use. Land Use Planning Best
Practice.
Elton Consulting’s Report provides numerical standards for a range of recreational facilities and the
required open space land area within the Precinct but it does not propose specific recreational uses
for those identified land. The Report states that the future use of those identified areas of land within
the Precinct will be decided based on the demand on the incoming population. This Report or any
other report currently on public exhibition does not provide a qualitative analysis of the identified open
space areas and their effective uses. The draft Riverstone Indicative Layout Plan (ILP) which has
been prepared with no consideration whatsoever for the SLBT with significant cultural, religious,
architectural and aesthetic values shows an approximately 0.6ha irregular shaped land strip of varying
width ranging approximately from 5m – 30m along Oak Street frontage as a local park.
Comparative social and economic benefit analysis

The existing use or the continuing use of the site as the SLBT has many distinguished advantages.
They are explained in detail in Part A of this submission including but not limited to:


Religious services for approximately 10,000 Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist people
living in Sydney Metropolitan and out Metropolitan area including New Castle and Wollongong



Drugs and alcohol rehabilitation programs



Children and youth development



Domestic violence advisory service and family relationship counselling,



Various fund raising events and activities in aid of people affected, needy and less fortunate



Blood and organ donation campaigns



Traditional Buddhist Funeral Services



Hospital visits for blessings



Meditation retreats



Mediation



Assist in cultivating strong family values and integrated community values
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Spiritual guidance and support to help enrich people lives and develop high moral values.

A recent article, “Australia put more people in jail than ever before in 2015 and it’s costing taxpayers
$2.6 billion” published in Business Insider Australia (June 2015) states that:


“Prisoner numbers in Australia have reached a record high of 35,467 in the March quarter
2015 – up 7% year-on-year. According to figures released today by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, drawn from national, state and territory corrective services information, the average
daily imprisonment rate is now 194 prisoners per 100,000 adult population.



“The overall number of prisoners in Australia has increased annually by 2,221 persons
between the March quarter 2014 and the March quarter 2015,” said William Milne from the
ABS.

The SLBT conduct a series of children and youth development programs. Every year hundreds of
children and youth are taught and trained about compassion, kindness, caring, anger management,
self-regulation, mindfulness, spirituality, empathy, mindfulness to make them as good citizens. The
SLBT plays a key role in helping to build a united and peaceful community free of drugs, alcohol and
domestic violence. It also contributes to a reduction in gambling, theft, robberies, home invasions,
shooting and sexual harassments and reduction in jail entering with no cost to the State or Federal
Government. This will provide long term economic benefits to the society.

A local park can also make some health, environmental and social benefits but their benefits are
much limited compared with the above SLBT benefits. The above comparative social and economic
analysis clearly shows that continuation of the current use as a place of public worship is the highest
and best use on the Temple Site, and also outweighs the proposed rezoning and acquisition of the
Temple Site for open space purposes. If the existing land use is the highest and best use then the
land zoning and planning controls need to be used to maintain the existing use in accordance with the
land use planning Best Practice.
It also worthy of notice that the NSW Government’s Flood prone Land Policy does not support the use
of zoning to unjustifiably restrict development simply because land is flood prone. Zoning of flood
prone land should be based on an objective assessment of land suitability and capability, flood risk,
environmental and other factors.

Temple Site Helps Achieve Existing Native Vegetation Target
It is noted that the draft Growth Centre Conservation Plan (dGCCP) identifies 14.6 ha of Existing
Native Vegetation (ENV) to be retained within the entire Riverstone East Precinct, and 4.3 ha of these
ENV would need to be retained within Stage 1 of the proposed Riverstone East Precinct under the
dGCCP. The Lankarama Temple Site is located within Stage 1.
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In order to maintain and improve the serine environment within the Temple Site which is conducive to
meditation activities, the SLBVA makes extra efforts and special care to preserve, protect and well
maintain the existing ENV on site in addition to the total compliance with the relevant conditions of
development consents issued by the NSW Office of Water. The SLBVA planted hundreds of native
trees over the last few years with the assistance of many volunteers to further strengthen the existing
riparian corridors runs along the Fist Pond Creek and has no intention whatsoever to remove any
ENV within the Temple Site. This will help achieve the 4.3ha of ENV target within the First Stage of
the proposed Riverstone East Precinct.

Flooding and storm water management

At the time of the purchase of the Temple Site in 1997 the site was partly flood affected and there was
a considerable land area above 1 in 100 year flood level. The site location’s ability to meet the
majority of the SLBVA’s locational criteria explained in the Part A of this submission and the land area
available for development above 1 in 100 year flood level favoured the decision to go ahead with the
purchase of the site. Over the last 17 years the SLBVA was able to redevelop the land above 1 in 100
flood level to its current level of development with Council and other relevant government agency
approvals.

Over the last 17 years there were a number of major flood and storm events including the recent
major storm event in the Schofields area, and none of these events made a significant impact on the
Temple Site. However, once the Riverstone East Precinct was fully developed to its full potential to
accommodate 5,800 dwellings for 15,000 people there will be an increased risk of flooding. The Flood
Map of the draft SEPP currently on exhibition shows the SLBT Site is below 1 in 100 flood level. The
main reason for this could be the rapid residential development taking place in the surrounding area.

Mott MacDonald (MM) has undertaken a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic and water quality
assessment of the Riverstone East Precinct and developed a water cycle management strategy and
flood evacuation strategy to mitigate any adverse impact of flood and storm impacts and any safe
evacuation in the area. MM’s Water Cycle Management Report, Riverstone East April 2015 (MM’s
Report) examines the current flooding and stormwater situation and proposes the construction of
detention basins for water quantity management and manages the flood risk impact on downstream
properties.
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The MM’s Report states that a detention strategy was developed to determine the location, sizing and
configuration of detention basins, optimising the flow regime to satisfy the requirements of maximum
permitted flows as established through the modelling of the existing scenario.
The MM’s Report states that general principles have been adopted when locating and configuring the
basins. Among these principles, the most worthy of notice principle with respect to this submission is
to avoid areas that may be retained with a special reference to the SLBT.

As a result of a review of the initial detention basin strategy proposed as part of the Riverstone and
Alex Avenue rezoning studies undertaken by the Department of Planning and Environment in
collaboration with NSW Office of Water (NOW) in 2010, two alternate online detention basins have
been proposed along first ponds creek to provide common benefit to the Riverstone east and
Riverstone precincts making a total of seven basins. Approval for the online basins has been obtained
from NOW as part of this review process.

Since this approval more detailed analysis has been undertaken of the basins as part of this
Riverstone East study. As such minor adjustments to the initial basin locations have been
recommended in this report.

One of the key reasons to adjust the original location of Basin 1 is to minimise the likely adverse
impact of Basin 1 on the SLBT. As shown in Figure 20 below the Lankarama Stupa, Sacred ‘Bodhi
Tree’, newly constructed Preaching Hall, Shire Room, monks’ residence and the large storage shed
were within the proposed Basin 1 area shown in firm black edge. In align with the original location of
Basin1 the remaining RU4 zoned land area within the Temple Site is identified on the Land Zoning
Map of the draft SEPP as being SP2 Drainage. This is to facilitate the construction and use of the
Basin 1 on the Temple Site and allow overland flow.

If the original location for Basin 1 was finalised and approved, all these scared structures and other
buildings will need to be demolished to allow the construction of Basin 1 and this could have shocked
and devastated not only the Sydney Buddhist Community but also the whole world Buddhist
Community.

This catastrophic situation may have fortunately been realised early by MM and adjusted the Basin 1
location to the current location shown in red outer line leaving all the scared structures and other
buildings safe and secure but still affects the SLBT car parking area. Given a proposal to upgrade
Oak Street under the Riverstone east Precinct development as a sub-arterial road there will be no on
street parking provisions along Oak Street as currently allows this submission requires the location of
Basin 1 to be slightly adjusted further north to ensure the existing SLBT car parking is not affected.
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MM’s Report states that:
“The results are consistent with the hydrologic modelling and there is no increased impact on
neighbouring properties or downstream of the site. Improvements are also noticed at sites
such as the Lankarama Vihara Buddhist Temple, here existing mainstream flooding from First
Ponds Creek and overland flow from surrounding catchments inundated the site. The
proposed 1st order creek alignments and the effective placement of Basin 1 have improved
flood levels across the site.”
Given the location of Basin 1 has been adjusted to ensure the existing sacred structures and other
buildings are not affected and the current natural grassed swales, large lawn areas and overland flow
path through the Temple Site can effectively be used for future water runoff purposes, zoning of that
part of RU4 zoned land to SP2 Drainage as proposed in the Land Zoning Map of draft SEPP is not
warranted, Also MM’s Report ensures the retention of the SLBT at its current location and does not
recommend or makes any suggestion to acquire the Temple Site for future drainage purposes.
Figure 20: Proposed Detention Basin 1 Location

Source: water Cycle Management Report Riverstone East April 2015, Mott MacDonald



A Suitable Zone for the Temple Site

This submission does not recommend a zoning for the Temple Site. However, it provides some
information relevant to the Temple Site, surrounding land uses and unique characteristics and
qualities of the site and suggests some possible zoning options based on these information and the
proposed zonings and their objectives and land use controls within the draft SEPP.
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Currently the SLBT Site subject of this Submission is zoned RU4 Primary Production Rural Lots under
Blacktown LEP 2015. Once the Riverstone East Precinct was made by the Minister for Planning, the

Blacktown LEP 2015 will no longer apply to land in the Riverstone East Precinct.
According to zones and land use table of the draft SEPP, a ‘place of public worship’ is a permitted
within R2 Low Density Residential, R3 Medium Density Residential, B2 Local Centre, B4 Mixed Use,
IN1 General Industrial and E4 Environmental Living zones with consent.

R2 Low Density Residential
The SLBT is a ‘place of worship’ and therefore is permitted in R2 Low Density Residential zone. In
1997 the Blacktown City Council formally approved the SLBT as a ‘place of worship’ and officially
recognised the SLBT as a ‘Place of Public Worship’ with the issuing of a ‘Certificate of Classification’
under Local Government Act, 1993 stating the SLBT as a “Place of Worship.”

As clearly detailed in this submission the SLBT as an approved place of worship since 1997 provides
a tremendous religious and social service to approximately 10,000 Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri
Lankan Buddhists and support their well-being. The SLBT is an architecturally designed low-rise
development which is beautifully landscaped incorporating native vegetation with significant aesthetic
values can nicely blend with the proposed R3 Medium Density housing and other future low-rise
development north-east of the site, the proposed open space areas and environmental living zones in
the immediate vicinity. Therefore the continued use of this facility on the Temple Site is generally
consistent with R2 Low Density Residential zone objectives.

R3 Medium Density
The SLBT is permitted within R3 Medium Density zone and is generally consistent with the R3 zone
objectives. However given the site characteristics and the surrounding land uses this zone may not
be favourable for the Temple site.

B2 Local Centre and B4 Mixed Use
The SLBT is permitted in these business zones. The site characteristics, capability and its location are
not favourable to rezone the site to a business zone. Also the use of the land as a place of worship is
not consistent with business zone objectives.

IN1 General Industrial
The current use of the site as a place of worship is not consistent with the IN1 General Industrial
zone. Also the site characteristics and the location does not favour to rezone the land to an industrial
zone.
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E4 Environmental Living
The SLBT is a permitted land use in this zone. The current development on the Temple Site is
consistent with E4 Environmental Living. Given the site characteristics and the proposed land uses in
the immediate vicinity E4 zone is considered appropriate for the Temple Site.

SP2 Infrastructure
SP2 zone allows with development consent the purpose shown on the Land Zoning Map, including
any development that is ordinarily incidental or ancillary to development for that purpose.

The SLBT is the established and permanent use on the Temple Site, has been operating since it has
been approved and recognised by Blacktown City Council as a place of worship.

Given the

permanent use of the Temple Site as a place of worship as demonstrated in early part of this
submission in accordance with the Buddhist Practice, rezoning of the site to SP2 Infrastructure (Place
of Worship) will ensure the Temple Site is secured for its continued use as a place of public worship.
The Department of Planning and Environment’s Practice Note PN 11-002 relating the use of this zone
identifies this zone as appropriate for land containing infrastructure that will never be used for a
different purpose in the future other than place of worship.

Given part of the Temple Site immediately west of the First Pond Creek is already zoned for SP2
Infrastructure under SEPP (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 and part of the current RU4 zoned
Temple Site is proposed for SP2 Infrastructure it is a possibility to rezone the whole land to SP2 and
identify the Temple site as ‘Place of Worship’ in the SP2 zone. This will ensure the SLBT can operate
permanently on the Temple Site under this provision.

7.0

Conclusion and Suggestions

This submission clearly demonstrates that the proposed part RE1 Public Recreation and part SP2
Infrastructure for the Temple Site and the Site is identified on the Land Acquisition Reservation Map
of the draft SEPP as being a reserved land making provisions under the Land Acquisition (Just Terms
Compensation) Act 1991 is totally unacceptable, inappropriate and affects approximately 10,000
Sydney Buddhist people.

The submission presents a number of clear planning reasoning demonstrating why the proposed
rezoning and acquisition provisions in the draft SEPP applying the SLBT site has no merit,
inappropriate and unacceptable. It is considered a very serious injustice not only for the Sydney
Buddhist Community but also the whole Australian and World Buddhist Community.
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It is also inconsistent with Multicultural NSW Act 2000 No 77, the Commonwealth Government’s
Multicultural Policy Dimensions, and the Burra Charter.

It is also worthy of notice that the proposed provisions applying to the SLBT site are inconsistent with
Elton Consulting’s Social Infrastructure Assessment Riverstone East Precinct recommendations to
provide places of worship within the Riverstone East Precinct and Mott MacDonald’s Water Cycle
Management Report making provisions for the continued use of the SLBT at its current location 35
Oak Street, Schofields with appropriate readjustment of online water detention basin (Basin 1) to
minimise the 1 in 100 year flood impact and resultant improvements to flood affection.
Given all these valid planning reasoning why the draft SEPP provisions applying to the SLBT site is
totally inappropriate, unacceptable and inconsistent with some Federal and State government policies
and principles.

This submission prepared by the SLBVA on behalf of approximately 10,000 gravely concerned
Sydney Sri Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist Committee, the SLBVA request the Department of
Planning and Environment to:

(a) Remove the proposed acquisition provisions applying to the Temple Site; and
(b) Rezone the Temple Site a suitable zone which allow the site’s current approved use as a
place of worship to occupy the Sydney Lankarama Buddhist Temple to continue its services
to fulfil the religious and social needs of the Sydney Sri-Lankan and non-Sri Lankan Buddhist
Community without any limitations or hindrances.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix 1
Felicitation Message from the Prime Minister Australia MP, The Hon Tony Abbot
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Appendix 2
Felicitation Message from the Prime Minister Australia MP, The Hon Tony Abbot
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Appendix 3
Felicitation Message from the Prime Minister Australia MP, The Hon Tony Abbot
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Appendix 4
Felicitation Message from the former President of Sri Lanka Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa
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Appendix 5
Felicitation Message from a former Premier of New South Wales Mr Morris Lemma
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Appendix 6
Felicitation Message from the former Mayor Blacktown City Council
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Appendix 7
Felicitation Message from the former Governor of NSW Professor Marie Bachea
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Appendix 8
Felicitation Message from Mr Kevin Conolly MP, Member of Riverstone
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Appendix 9
Felicitation Message from the former Premier of New South Wales Barry O’
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Appendix 10
Organ Donation
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Appendix 10
Organ Donation
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Appendix 11
Sacred Relics
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Appendix 12
Religious Rituals – Stupa Ceremony
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